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The Flicker Men
The Amber Enchantress
A New York Times Notable, Washington Post, NPR, Guardian, and Bustle Best Book of 2018 A brilliant, funny, and
emphatically raw novel of love on the brink of the apocalypse, from the acclaimed author of The Lonely City. "She had no
idea what to do with love, she experienced it as invasion, as the prelude to loss and pain, she really didn’t have a clue."
Kathy is a writer. Kathy is getting married. It’s the summer of 2017 and the whole world is falling apart. Fast-paced and
frantic, Crudo unfolds in real time from the full-throttle perspective of a commitment-phobic artist who may or may not be
Kathy Acker. From a Tuscan hotel for the superrich to a Brexit-paralyzed United Kingdom, Kathy spends the first summer of
her forties adjusting to the idea of a lifelong commitment. But it’s not only Kathy who’s changing. Fascism is on the rise,
truth is dead, the planet is heating up, and Trump is tweeting the world ever-closer to nuclear war. How do you make art,
let alone a life, when one rogue tweet could end it all? In Crudo, her first work of fiction, Olivia Laing radically rewires the
novel with a fierce, compassionate account of learning to love when the end of the world seems near.

The Story of Electricity
A Desperate Battle with the Vilest of Dragons! Dark Sun continues to be the most sought-after of the classic TSR Dungeons
& Dragons campaign settings, and this third release in the five-part Prism Pentad will continue to bring old and new fans
alike into the magic-scarred deserts of Athas. In order to finally defeat Borys, the Dragon of Athas, Sadira will have to reach
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the Pristine Tower--the citadel from which the dragon was born. But the same dark forces that created Borys still haunt the
smoldering ruins.

Charles Williams's Experiment in the Novel
In the far future, chocolate is Earth’s only unique commodity one that everyone else in the galaxy is willing to kill to get
their hands, paws and tentacles on Latina culinary arts student, Bo Benitez, becomes a fugitive when she’s caught stealing
a cacao pod from one of the heavily-defended plantations that keep chocolate, Earth’s sole valuable export, safe from a
hungry galaxy. Forces array against her including her alien boyfriend and a reptilian cop. But when she escapes onto an
unmarked starship things go from bad to worse: it belongs to the race famed throughout the galaxy for eating stowaways!
Surrounded by dangerous yet hunky aliens, Bo starts to uncover clues that the threat to Earth may be bigger than she first
thought. File Under: Science Fiction [ Heiress Apparent | Sticky Fingers | Pod People | The Milky Way ]

Understanding Photosynthesis With Max Axiom Super Scientist
Amber in the Moment
"After fourteen-year-old Eden is raped by her brother's best friend, she knows she'll never be the way she used to be"--

Books and Bookmen
Awakening in a clinic with most of his memories missing, Robin goes on the run from unknown enemies out to kill him,
volunteering to take part in the Glasshouse, an experimental polity simulating a pre-accelerated culture in which he will be
assigned an anonymous identity, but he experiences radical changes that threaten everything. 20,000 first printing.

Glasshouse
#1 Amazon bestselling author with nearly 1 million reads to date! Book 2 of the 2136 trilogy.Survival is more than air and
water when you're being hunted by the undead. Worst yet, when you caused it. Willow ascends into what she believes is an
answer to prayer, leaving the harsh realities of the world below behind her. But when she arrives onboard Proc 1, nothing is
as it seems. She's quickly indoctrinated into the system by her mysterious rescuers, only to learn that she's been promoted
to Lead Physicist in the NAMOS program-BioTic Corp's Top Secret protocol on genetic decomposition and mutations. The
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name on file is not her own, but someone else's. Cloaking herself in this new identity, she marvels at the vastness and
complexities of the first floating civilization. Her curiosity is cut short as her advanced training in molecular cloning begins.
This only drives the knot deeper into the pit of her stomach. It's only a matter of time before she's discovered as an
imposter.The further she digs, the harder it is to decipher the truth from lies. SIND is not what everyone believed it to be.
The new world government wasn't trying to save mankind; it was attempting to control it by curing death. There's just one
problem; no one survived the treatments, until her. With a potential cure pulsing through her veins, will Willow be able to
stop the impending apocalypse before she's turned into SIND's next science experiment?Find out in Amber Skies.

The Dial
Lucifer Box - the gorgeous butterfly of King Bertie's reign, portraitist, dandy and terribly good secret agent - is feeling his
age. Assigned to observe the activities of fascist leader Olympus Mons and his fanatical Amber Shirts in a snow-bound
1920s New York, Box finds himself framed for a vicious murder. Using all his native cunning, Box escapes aboard a vessel
bound for England armed only with a Broadway midget's suitcase and a string of unanswered questions. What lies hidden in
the bleak Norfolk convent of St Bede? What is 'the lamb' that Olympus Mons searches for in his bid for world domination?
And what has all this to do with a medieval prayer intended to summon the Devil himself? From the glittering sophistication
of Art Deco Manhattan to the eerie Norfolk coast and the snow-capped peaks of Switzerland The Devil in Amber takes us on
a thrilling ride that pits Lucifer Box against the most lethal adversary of his career : the Prince of Darkness himself.

The Way I Used to Be
Amber Skies
A Matter of Days
Awakening in an Earth hospital unable to remember who he is or where he came from, Corwin is amazed to learn that he is
one of the sons of Oberon, King of Amber, and is the rightful successor to the crown in a parallel world. Reissue.

The Amber Project
The lives of more than twenty-five actresses lost before their time—from Marilyn Monroe to Brittany Murphy—explored in a
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haunting, provocative new work by an acclaimed poet and actress. Amber Tamblyn is both an award-winning film and
television actress and an acclaimed poet. As such she is deeply fascinated—and intimately familiar—with the toll exacted
from young women whose lives are offered in sacrifice as starlets. The stories of these actresses, both famous and obscuretragic stories of suicide, murder, obscurity, and other forms of death—inspired this empathic and emotionally charged
collection of new poetic work. Featuring subjects from Marilyn Monroe and Frances Farmer to Dana Plato and Brittany
Murphy—and paired with original artwork commissioned for the book by luminaries including David Lynch, Adrian Tomine,
Marilyn Manson, and Marcel Dzama—Dark Sparkler is a surprising and provocative collection from a young artist of wideranging talent, culminating in an extended, confessional epilogue of astonishing candor and poetic command.

Southern Writers
The Electrical Engineer
Future scientist Madeline Little is dreading the start of middle school. Nothing has been right since her grandfather died and
her best friend changed schools. Maddie would rather help her father in his research lab or write Standard Operating
Procedures in her lab notebook than hang out with a bunch of kids who aren’t even her friends. Despite Maddie’s
reluctance, some new friends start coming her way—until they discover what she’s written in that secret notebook. And
that’s just part of the trouble. Can this future scientific genius find the formula for straightening out her life?

The Amber Project
Wool
Choose Wonder Over Worry
Surrounded by alcohol and alcoholic strangers and alcoholic relatives her entire childhood, Amber never stood a chance.
But for a long time she was an overachiever and a functional alcoholic. None of her relatives suspected a thing because in
her family, the men were the alcoholics, not the women. After her dad died of the disease, she spiraled completely out of
control -- 'Leaving Las Vegas drunk,' as she puts it. She hit rock bottom seven years ago, joined AA and has been
completely sober since. The book spans from her first drink at the age of seven to a year following her sobriety. By telling
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the tale of alcoholism and recovery through a seemingly light, entertaining, child-like read -- and illustrated throughout with
crude stick figures in crayon - Sober Stick Figure draws the reader into Amber's hard fought journey with wit and poignancy.

Transient Echoes
“One of dystopian fiction’s masterpieces alongside the likes of 1984 and Brave New World." —Daily Express The first book
in the acclaimed, New York Times best-selling trilogy, Wool is the story of mankind clawing for survival. The world outside
has grown toxic, the view of it limited, talk of it forbidden. The remnants of humanity live underground in a single silo. But
there are always those who hope, who dream. These are the dangerous people, the residents who infect others with their
optimism. Their punishment is simple. They are given the very thing they want: They are allowed to go outside. After the
previous sheriff leaves the silo in a terrifying ritual, Juliette, a mechanic from the down deep, is suddenly and inexplicably
promoted to the head of law enforcement. With newfound power and with little regard for the customs she is supposed to
abide, Juliette uncovers hints of a sinister conspiracy. Tugging this thread may uncover the truth or it could kill every last
human alive. “Claustrophobic and, at times, genuinely terrifying.” —Washington Post

Practically Raw
In 2157, a mysterious gas known as Variant spreads across the globe, killing or mutating most organic life. The surviving
humans take refuge in an underground city, determined to return home. But after generations of failures and botched
attempts, hope is beginning to dwindle. That is, until a young scientist makes a unique discovery—and everything changes.
Suddenly, there’s reason to hope again, and it rests within a group of genetically engineered children that are both human
and Variant. Terry is one of these children, modified and trained to endure the harsh conditions of a planet he cannot begin
to understand. After years of preparation, Terry thinks he knows what to expect. But the reality is far stranger than
anything he can imagine—and what he will become is far more dangerous.

Sober Stick Figure
Well-told chronicle of significant discoveries in electricity and magnetism over 2500 years; plus how to do famous
experiments with compasses, magnets, more. Grades 4-6.

Book Review Digest
"On Day 56 of the Blustar Pandemic, sixteen-year-old Nadia's mother dies, leaving Nadia to fend for herself and her younger
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brother, Rabbit. Both have been immunized against the virus, but they can't be protected from what comes next. Their
father taught them to "be the cockroach" -- to adapt to and survive whatever comes their way. And that's their mission.
Facing a lawless world of destruction and deprivation, Nadia and Rabbit drive from Seattle to their grandfather's compound
in West Virginia. The illness, fatigue, and hunger they endure along the way will all be worth it once they reach the
compound. Unless no one is waiting for them " --Page [4] of cover.

Dark Sparkler
Practically Raw’s revolutionary practicality and flexible approach let you enjoy Chef Amber’s delicious vegan dishes your
own way, according to your budget and taste, every day or every once in a while, and as raw — or cooked — as you like.
Certified raw chef Amber Shea has designed these recipes to be made with ordinary equipment and ingredients, and with
the flexibility of many substitutions, cooking options, and variations. Ideal for beginners as well as seasoned raw foodists,
Practically Raw has something for everybody, whether you want to improve your health and longevity, cope with food
sensitivities, or simply eat fresher, cleaner, and better! Chef Amber’s creative, satisfying recipes include: Almond Butter
Sesame Noodles Vegetable Korma Masala Fiesta Taco Roll-Ups Primavera Pesto Pizza Maple-Pecan Kale Chips Cherry Mash
Smoothies Parisian Street Crepes Warm Apple-Walnut Cobbler This beautiful new full-color edition (previously published by
Vegan Heritage Press) includes a pantry guide, menus, money-saving and make-ahead tips, and nutrition information.

Crudo: A Novel
Twelve year-old Amie Bernstein finds out what true celebration means. Join Amie as she and her cousin, Kitt Lazar, explore
every street of London and experiment every dessert Cook makes. Oncle Gad starts to teach her piano, and merrily they
jingle along in his new sleigh in the white winter wonderland. Christmas approaches with music in the air! But when her
maid's beau turns Anti-Semitism, Amie is furious and decides to make mends.

A Room with a View
This Edwardian social comedy explores love and prim propriety among an eccentric cast of characters assembled in an
Italian pensione and in a corner of Surrey, England. A charming young Englishwoman, Lucy Honeychurch, faints into the
arms of a fellow Britisher when she witnesses a murder in a Florentine piazza. Attracted to this man, George Emerson—who
is entirely unsuitable and whose father just may be a Socialist—Lucy is soon at war with the snobbery of her class and her
own conflicting desires. Back in England, she is courted by a more acceptable, if stifling, suitor and soon realizes she must
make a startling decision that will decide the course of her future: she is forced to choose between convention and passion.
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The enduring delight of this tale of romantic intrigue is rooted in Forster’s colorful characters, including outrageous
spinsters, pompous clergymen, and outspoken patriots. Written in 1908, A Room with a View is one of E. M. Forster’s
earliest and most celebrated works.

Any Man
Coming of age in middle America, 18-year-old Rosemary evaluates how her entire youth was defined by the presence and
forced removal of an endearing chimpanzee who was secretly regarded as a family member and who Rosemary loved as a
sister. By the best-selling author of The Jane Austen Book Club.

Nine Princes in Amber
Complementing Science-Fiction: The Early Years, which surveys science-fiction published in book form from its beginnings
through 1930, the present volume covers all the science-fiction printed in the genre magazines--Amazing, Astounding, and
Wonder, along with offshoots and minor magazines--from 1926 through 1936. This is the first time this historically
important literary phenomenon, which stands behind the enormous modern development of science-fiction, has been
studied thoroughly and accurately. The heart of the book is a series of descriptions of all 1,835 stories published during this
period, plus bibliographic information. Supplementing this are many useful features: detailed histories of each of the
magazines, an issue by issue roster of contents, a technical analysis of the art work, brief authors' biographies, poetry and
letter indexes, a theme and motif index of approximately 30,0000 entries, and general indexes. Science-Fiction: The
Gernsback Years is not only indispensable for reference librarians, collectors, readers, and scholars interested in sciencefiction, it is also of importance to the study of popular culture during the Great Depression in the United States. Most of its
data, which are largely based on rare and almost unobtainable sources, are not available elsewhere.

The Magazine of Art
"A high-speed thriller. . . . The pages turn rapidly with well-orchestrated suspense." - The New York Times "If Stephen
Hawking and Stephen King wrote a novel together, you'd get The Flicker Men. Brilliant, disturbing, and beautifully told."
-Hugh Howey, New York Times bestselling author of the Wool series A quantum physicist shocks the world with a startling
experiment, igniting a struggle between science and theology, free will and fate, and antagonizing forces not known to exist
Eric Argus is a washout. His prodigious early work clouded his reputation and strained his sanity. But an old friend gives him
another chance, an opportunity to step back into the light. With three months to produce new research, Eric replicates the
paradoxical double-slit experiment to see for himself the mysterious dual nature of light and matter. A simple but
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unprecedented inference blooms into a staggering discovery about human consciousness and the structure of the universe.
His findings are celebrated and condemned in equal measure. But no one can predict where the truth will lead. And as Eric
seeks to understand the unfolding revelations, he must evade shadowy pursuers who believe he knows entirely too much
already.

Novel Review
This new edition of Southern Writers assumes its distinguished predecessor's place as the essential reference on literary
artists of the American South. Broadly expanded and thoroughly revised, it boasts 604 entries-nearly double the earlier
edition's-written by 264 scholars. For every figure major and minor, from the venerable and canonical to the fresh and
innovative, a biographical sketch and chronological list of published works provide comprehensive, concise, up-to-date
information. Here in one convenient source are the South's novelists and short story writers, poets and dramatists,
memoirists and essayists, journalists, scholars, and biographers from the colonial period to the twenty-first century. What
constitutes a "southern writer" is always a matter for debate. Editors Joseph M. Flora and Amber Vogel have used a
generous definition that turns on having a significant connection to the region, in either a personal or literary sense. New to
this volume are younger writers who have emerged in the quarter century since the dictionary's original publication, as well
as older talents previously unknown or unacknowledged. For almost every writer found in the previous edition, a new
biography has been commissioned. Drawn from the very best minds on southern literature and covering the full spectrum
of its practitioners, Southern Writers is an indispensable reference book for anyone intrigued by the subject.

The Devil in Amber
Join Max Axiom as he examines the life-sustaining process of photosynthesis and the relationship between plants and
energy on Earth. Young readers will dig into the mysteries of one of nature's coolest secrets! Download the free Capstone
4D app for an augmented reality experience that goes beyond the printed page. Videos, writing prompts, discussion
questions, and hands-on activities make this updated edition come alive and keep your collection current.

Electrical Engineer
A physicist describes how life emerges from the random motion of atoms through sophisticated cellular machinery and
describes the long quest to determine the true nature of life from ancient Greece to the study of modern nanotechnology.
20,000 first printing.
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Trivium
Free Chocolate
When Cassia Bellerose turns eighteen, she'll visit the Trivium and choose from three different futures. She knows exactly
what life she wants, and who she'll share it with. That is, until she dreams of a handsome stranger and a different life. In a
world of predestined futures, what happens if she chooses wrong?

Science-fiction
We are All Completely Beside Ourselves
“An explosive, shapeshifting piece of literary real estate, Amber Tamblyn’s arresting debut offers a scathing portrait of
American celebrity culture and the way in which it transmutes human tragedy into a vicious circus; victims are forgotten as
likes and shares swirl, and ‘news’ becomes a squalid orgy, a lurid feast. Tamblyn takes every risk in this astonishing and
innovative work, and succeeds, gloriously.” — Janet Fitch, bestselling author of The Revolution of Marina M. and Paint It
Black Vanity Fair's Summer Ultimate Fiction List Entertainment Weekly Summer Preview List In this electric and provocative
debut novel, Tamblyn blends genres of poetry, prose, and elements of suspense to give shape to the shocking narratives of
victims of sexual violence, mapping the destructive ways in which our society perpetuates rape culture. A violent serial
rapist is on the loose, who goes by the name Maude. She hunts for men at bars, online, at home— the place doesn’t matter,
neither does the man. Her victims then must live the aftermath of their assault in the form of doubt from the police, feelings
of shame alienation from their friends and family and the haunting of a horrible woman who becomes the phantom on
which society projects its greatest fears, fascinations and even misogyny. All the while the police are without leads and the
media hound the victims, publicly dissecting the details of their attack. What is extraordinary is how as years pass these
men learn to heal, by banding together and finding a space to raise their voices. Told in alternating viewpoints signature to
each voice and experience of the victim, these pages crackle with emotion, ranging from horror to breathtaking empathy.
As bold as it is timely, Any Man paints a searing portrait of survival and is a tribute to those who have lived through the
nightmare of sexual assault.

A History of the French Novel: From the Beginning to the Close of the 19th Century
(Complete)
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When unrelated thoughts burst into his mind, a Customer Service Representative finds that he has been selected as the
conduit of a famous author's final novel as well as become the target of a sociopath with extraordinary means.

Celebrate! Tis the Season
It has been three years since the day of the Second Jolt. Thanks to the efforts of a select few, the world is finally moving on.
As the Variant air begins to thin, humanity finds itself on the cusp of a new age of exploration…but at what cost? After
closing the rift—the source of all Variant—the hybrid child known as Terry has been transported to a distant world, far away
from the only home he’s ever known. Completely isolated, and haunted by voices from his past, he wanders through the
ruins of an ancient civilization long forgotten. Back on Earth, a young woman named Mei works tirelessly to uncover the
secrets of the rift. Against orders, she searches for the truth, making an unprecedented gamble. Will her obsession bring
the answers she so desperately seeks…or will it cause even more destruction?

Life's Ratchet
Lyra and Will find themselves at the center of a battle between the forces of the Authority and those gathered by Lyra's
father, Lord Asriel.

The Friendship Experiment
“Amber Rae’s very personal journey of moving from self limiting beliefs to her true self offers inspiring insights and lessons
for anyone wanting to unfold their infinite potential." —Deepak Chopra “The one advice book you should read—even if you
don’t like self-help.”—Bustle “Amber Rae's book is a revelation. She's the Elizabeth Gilbert of her generation.”—Stacy
London Let’s be real. Life is filled with twists and turns, fears and doubts, messy and magical moments. Without a “rule
book” for how to thrive in today’s world, it leaves many of us feeling all the feels without having a clear sense of direction.
Research even shows that the average adult spends 80% of their time with regret about the past or anxiety about the
future. That’s where choosing wonder comes in. Whether you hate your work and are wondering WTF to do with your life,
are building the dream but feel stifled by fear and doubt, or know there’s more to life but don’t know where to start, Choose
Wonder Over Worry will guide you to face your fears and unlock your gifts—no matter what’s standing in the way. Inside,
you’ll learn: — How to overcome the habit we spend the majority of our time on: worrying — How to navigate fear, selfdoubt, impostor syndrome, perfectionism, and all the feels — A simple tool for turning envy into inspiration — Practices for
bouncing back from rejection and critics — What to do if you have too many ideas, but don’t know how to choose — The
difference between “getting ahead” and “coming alive” (and how to create success on your terms) — A fail-proof way to
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tame your inner critic and access your inner wisdom No one is perfect. This journey is messy, and wherever you are—you
are not alone. That’s why Choose Wonder Over Worry is jam-packed with personal stories and vulnerable moments. It’s like
sitting down and sharing a glass of wine with your wise bestie, swapping I-can’t-believe-I’m-about-to-share-this stories. Like
how Amber went from raging in a bottomless hole of comparison, insecurity and doubt—to using that envy as inspiration to
find her path. Choose Wonder Over Worry shares the most important lesson of all: Don’t die with your gifts still inside.
There’s a gift inside of you that deserves to see the light of day, and “choosing wonder over worry” is a mindset, practice,
and compass to unlock the gift that only you can give. Worry or Wonder: which will you choose?

The Amber Spyglass
In 2157, a mysterious gas known as Variant spreads across the globe, killing or mutating most organic life. The surviving
humans take refuge in an underground city, determined to return home. But after generations of failures and botched
attempts, hope is beginning to dwindle. That is, until a young scientist makes a unique discovery—and everything changes.
Suddenly, there’s reason to hope again, and it rests within a group of genetically engineered children that are both human
and Variant. Terry is one of these children, modified and trained to endure the harsh conditions of a planet he cannot begin
to understand. After years of preparation, Terry thinks he knows what to expect. But the reality is far stranger than
anything he can imagine—and what he will become is far more dangerous.
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